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Highlights:

What are the main findings?

• MFC breakdown, electrochemical principles for generating bioelectricity.
• MFC operation mechanism and applications.
• MFCs previous perspectives.
• RSA energy crisis, MFC technology viable solution.

What is the implication of the main finding?

• MFC suggests that, in theory, bioelectricity can be produced from organic content using just
chemical energy.

• MFC can be used in plant operations on a daily basis to cut operational costs.
• Existing research shows that MFCs are viable, but scaling-up is very necessary.
• For the current energy crisis in South Africa, MFCs may be a workable sustainable energy source.

Abstract: Microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology turns chemical energy into bioelectricity in a clean and
efficient manner, lowering carbon emissions and increasing bioenergy production. It is a multifaceted
technique that has the potential to be a panacea for clean water scarcity and sustainable, renewable
energy. In this review, the approach focuses on scaling-up and application prospects at a commercial
scale. An outlook on various, previously tried methodologies was generated in order to establish
a viable bioelectricity scaling-up approach that is also cost-effective in its design. Precise themes
were followed to evaluate previously produced models and methodologies for MFCs: principle and
anatomical mechanisms, basic applications, bioelectricity scaling-up potentials from previous work
and limitations, then an outlook on MFC feasibility and its wastewater treatment plant (WWTP)
energy supply chain. The goal of this paper is to derive a viable approach from prior research in
order to comprehend how MFC technology may be scaled-up for commercial and practical power
output. Essentially, this article summarizes the current energy predicaments faced by South Africa
and proposes MFCs as a new knowledge-contributing technology with electricity scaling-up potential.
Conclusively, more research on MFC technique scaling-up operating factors is recommended.

Keywords: microbial fuel cell; renewable energy; wastewater treatment; scaling-up; commercial
scale; cost-effective; operating factors

1. Introduction

The creation of a sustainable society will necessitate minimizing carbon footprints,
which will reduce the amount of pollution produced and the excessive use of carbon
sources. In a specialized area such as wastewater treatment, these two aspects should
be addressed simultaneously. As it stands, the paradigm has shifted from disposing of
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wastewater/waste matter to turning its organic matter into electrical energy. METs have
now gained popularity as a viable solution for dealing with this problem. MFCs and MECs
are both fundamental disciplines of METs [1,2].

An MFC is a process unit that biodegrades complex substrates and produces bioenergy
concurrently [2]. This technology henceforth produces multiple bioenergy products such
as bioelectricity, hydrogen, methane, etc. Several rapidly biodegradable chemicals, such as
glucose and acetate, as well as several types of wastewater, including residential, starching,
and paper recycling plant effluent, have been adopted as a source of electrogenes in
MFCs [2–4]. Most may remove a significant amount of chemical oxygen demand (COD)
while also producing power. The United States (US) space program sparked the growth of
MFCs in the 1960s as a way to dispose of garbage during space flights while simultaneously
providing power [2,3]. MFC technology has been carefully studied, with a focus on current
developments, practical applications, and a future roadmap. Due to their viable novelty
and multifaceted approach to generating bioenergy concurrent to wastewater treatment,
MFCs have since been studied immensely. Furthermore, some recent MFC modifications
that used an anoxic cathode enhanced the external voltage at the cathode. Phototrophic
MFCs and solar-powered MFCs are also noteworthy attempts at upscaling MFC technology
for electricity generation [2]. MFC technology provides a flexible way to generate energy
while also treating wastewater. MFCs are a renewable energy technology that can meet the
needs for both clean, reliable energy and fresh water. More effort is needed to elevate MFC
technology to a commercial level [4].

Energy generation, the utilization of carbon-free sources, the biodegradation of chemi-
cal matter, wastewater treatment, bioenergy generation, and the remediation of pollutants
such as nitrates are all advantages of MFCs [5–11]. For full-scale commercial deployment
and the exploitation of its capacities, inordinate knowledge is required to understand the
electrochemical active microbial community, as well as intensive efforts to boost electricity
generation potential. Specifically, this field of MFCs still requires ongoing research and
development. The extensive application of these microbial fuel cell technologies to scale
up energy generation is one of the field’s challenges. These systems exhibited power
densities of only 2–20 mW/m2 under optimum laboratory circumstances [12,13]. Microbial
processes, on the other hand, use extremely little biomass-based energy. Their full potential
for real-world or pilot-scale power generation has not yet been realized. As a result, the
present possibilities for scaling up MFC technology for both power production and efficient
industrial wastewater treatment shall be discussed in this paper, as well as its potential for
actual commercial applications with appropriate operating and cost-effective designs. This
study focuses on the use of MFCs for bioenergy production, with a particular emphasis
on the current possibilities for scaling up to commercial applications. The overall goal
of this review manuscript is to analyze various aspects developed in previous studies.
Hence, it aims to determine how MFC technology may be scaled-up in order to generate
more bioenergy. In addition, the study will evaluate MFC technology as a viable option
to exterminate the current energy crisis in South Africa and its energy sector. A detailed
analysis of events leading to the current power shedding predicaments currently occurring
in the South African nation at large has been carried out. Specifically, a viable MFC design
for possible application towards contributing to the South African national energy grid
is proposed. Precisely, this work has been structured as per the following: MET blueprint,
MFC layout and operational mechanisms, practical applications of MFCs, MFCs’ previous
scaling-up attempts, recent advances in MFC scaling-up potential and challenges, and then,
consequently, a discussion on the current South African energy predicament with MFC tech-
nology posing a viable solution to the grid. The future prospects of this technology are also
discussed in closing in order to uncover possible bioenergy scaling-up concepts in MFCs.

2. Microbial Electrochemical Technologies Blueprint

METs connect bacterial respiratory mechanisms to an electrochemical system [5]. The
following portion of this paper provides an overview of some of the configurations and
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prospective applications of METs: the MET layout, with its subsidiary bio-electrochemical
systems, MFCs and MECs, is clearly outlined to be a technical bioconversion of wastewater
in the form of complex substrates into bioenergy, either in the form of bio-hydrogen,
bioelectricity, etc. The primary product solely depends on the basic MET operating system
objective and methodological approach.

There are numerous potential uses that are more specialized than the two main pro-
posed paths for the industrial application of microbial electrochemical technologies, MFCs
and MECs [13–16]. To list a few, bio-sensing, biocomputing, and fundamental studies of
microbial metabolism. Because microbial electron transfer enables direct interaction be-
tween biological processes and electrical circuits, MET is helpful for bio-sensing because it
can be integrated with conventional computing systems and produce short response times.
Utilizing MET for biocomputing has the same drawback and furthermore has the ability
to incorporate the intricate regulatory apparatus of bacterial cells into the biocomputing
circuit [5]. The microbe–electrode interface is useful in fundamental metabolic research be-
cause it enables the direct, real-time assessment of a population of cells’ respiratory activity,
a characteristic not present in any experimental system. New concepts and applications
occasionally surface in the vast and dynamic field of MET research [7].

To create chemicals such as hydrogen, methane, ethanol, or hydrogen peroxide, MECs
use electrode-respiring microorganisms [12,17]. Despite having a similar construction to
MFCs, MECs use a resistor or power source to circumvent thermodynamic restrictions by
introducing an external potential into the system. Due to the low cost of fossil fuels, the use
of MFCs to produce energy in the real world is unlikely, but the increased value of MEC
products (e.g., methane, hydrogen, hydrogen peroxide) makes MECs a more promising
technology [4]. Biological, chemical, and physical restrictions that limit MFC scale-up
also restrict the development of MECs; therefore, there are still numerous application-
related obstacles to overcome [8]. The cathode’s accumulation of gaseous products, such as
hydrogen and methane, also poses difficulties [4]. MEC technologies are promising, but
they are still in the experimental stage, and they need to be shown to be overall efficient
and reliable in the long term before they can be used in real-world applications [4].

MFCs use bacterial metabolism to produce a current. In order to transport electrons
from a usable substrate (typically suggested as industrial effluent) through a circuit that
eventually reduces a terminal electron acceptor, electrode-respiring bacteria must be able
to donate electrons to negatively poised electrodes [5–10]. If a load is introduced to the
circuit, the generated bacterial current can be used for work. Bacteria can breathe or
accumulate charged electrodes in a variety of ways, including by direct respiration via
extracellular or outer-membrane proteins, mediator-based respiration via endogenous
or exogenous mediators, and mediator-based respiration via endogenous or exogenous
mediators. This review manuscript’s focus is on the investigation of the bioelectricity
mechanisms in microbial fuel cells as well as their optimization for scalable and up-scaled
bioelectricity production. In a microbial fuel cell, electricity is only produced if the whole
process is thermodynamically favorable [9]. Gibbs free energy, which is measured in Joules,
can be used to analyze the reaction [9]. This is a measure of the most work that can be
carried out because of the reaction and is calculated as follows:

∆Gr = ∆Gr
0 + RT(Lnπ) (1)

Given that, Gr (J) presents Gibbs free energy at a stated process range. Go
r (J) relates

to Gibbs free energy within a normal range, mostly set at 298.15 K, 1 bar pressure, and 1 M
assays for all components [11]. R = 8.31447 (J.mol/K) presents the universal gas constant,
T (K) is absolute temperature, and π relates to the reaction quotient commonly found as
the activities of the products divided by those of the reactants [9]. The standard Gibbs free
energy is then found from the energies of formation for organic compounds in water. In
MFCs, It is more practical to compare the reaction to the entire electromotive force of the
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cell (Eemf), (V) [9], defined as the voltage difference between the cathode and the anode.
This relates to the work done (Energy) (J) in the MFC;

W = Eemf Q = ∆Gr (2)

Given that Q = nF, n is the number of electrons per reaction mole, Q is the charge
transferred in the reaction represented in Coulomb (C), and F is the Faraday constant,
(9.64853 × 104 C/mol) [9]. Hence, we have:

Eem f =
∆Gr

nF
(3)

This model above simplifies to the following model, which is useful because it is posi-
tive for a favorable reaction and instantly generates a value of the Eemf for the reaction [9].
The MFC voltage is capped by this Emf, but due to various potential losses, the actual
potential from the MFC will be lower:

Eem f = Eo
em f −

RT
nF

ln(π) (4)

2.1. Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) Principle and Anatomical Mechanisms

MFCs use bacterial metabolism to generate electricity. Electrode-breathing microor-
ganisms that can donate electrons to negatively positioned electrodes transfer electrons
from, typically, wastewater via a circuit that oxidizes the catholyte. If a load is presented to
the circuit, the bacterial current can be used for work. Bacteria can breathe or populate with
charged electrodes in a variety of ways, such as directly via extracellular or outer-membrane
proteins, as well as via internal or external mediators. Figure 1 illustrates the traditional
layout and bio-electrochemical steps that occur in an MFC during the biodegradation of
high-strength organic contaminated substrates for electricity production.
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The basic compartments of a conventional MFC unit are outlined in Figure 1. In
general, proton exchange membrane (PEM) and cation exchange membrane (CEM) refer
to semi-permeable membranes. Other porous separators can also be considered to allow
the permselectivity of protons and ions [18]. The most commonly used CEM or PEM
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is Nafion from DuPont (Wilmington, DE, USA). Perflourosulfonic acid membranes can
also be considered but are limited due to their expensive nature in terms of the material
of construction and its unfriendly environmental waste issue. The CEM or PEM exudes
a certain permselectivity, which only allows passage for protons, in order to avoid the
diffusion of trace amounts of oxygen into the anodic chamber. Frankly, the CEM or PEM
serves as a barrier to undesired active species during the electrochemical and biodegra-
dation process of the anolyte to produce bioenergy. In the anodic biofilm, the bacterial
community mostly oxidizes the organic substrate’s organic compounds [18]. Due to the
biodegradation process, electrons are discharged onto the anodic electrode and flow to-
wards the cathodic compartment through a resistor load wire material [1,2,19–22]. Protons
are released simultaneously with electrons in the anodic chamber, allowing them to pass
through the semi-permeable film known as a PEM. This layer only enables protons to
flow through and prevents oxygen from diffusing back into the anodic chamber. Protons
migrate from the anode to the cathode chamber during a process known as electrogenesis,
which is enabled by the PEM or CEM specialized membrane unit. As a result, the elec-
trogenes are the viable active biomass cultures that release these electrons. This process
underpins the basic principle of establishing green technology relevant to the MFC. MFC
technology is based on the straightforward change of waste biological substances in the
form of biological power into electrical energy. This biological conversion is ascertained
in the presence of active electrogenes [2,4,23,24]. Figure 2 summarizes the block process
diagram of the typical mechanism of bioelectricity generation in an MFC. It is imperative
to note that complex substrates harvested from different industrial sources with common
organic characteristics of high CODs, high TOCs, and high BOD summarize the nature
of the source of fuel fed into the MFC. Figure 2 summarizes a clear description of both
biodegradation and electrochemical process transpiring in a typical MFC system.
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Electrodes, separators, and electrogenes are the three main components of a standard
MFC. Some carbon-based, graphite-based, and metal-based electrodes have been recom-
mended in previous studies. Carbon cloth, carbon paper, carbon felt [25,26], graphite
granules, carbon mesh [27,28], platinum, platinum black, activated carbon single, tubular,
or a design with many electrodes. Biocompatibility, stability, good electrical conductivity,
and a broad surface area are all desirable characteristics for these electrodes [27–31]. The
cathode can be exposed to air or other electron acceptors such as permanganate, chromium
hexacynoferate, azo dye, and so on [12]. To maintain the chamber’s cleanliness, a cation
exchange membrane or a salt bridge has been utilized as a separator [18–34]. While the
microbial breakdown of waste materials provided as substrate generates bioelectricity, the
electromotive force formed between the anode and cathode chambers pushes electrons to
run on the circuit [27–37].

2.2. Analysis of the MFC Compartments

The major components of a typical MFC unit utilized in the treatment of wastewater
while producing energy are itemized in Table 1. The essential aspects that have been
studied are anticipated to highlight the most important factors to consider while designing,
constructing, and utilizing MFC prototypes for any given industrial application. The most
prevalent building materials, current market suppliers, and advantages and downsides of
these components have all been thoroughly analyzed in Table 1.

Table 1. Perspectives on Key Design MFC Components.

Component Design Parameters and
Material

Most Common
Electrode/Catalyst

Suppliers and
Costs Advantages Disadvantages Reference

ANODE-
ELECTRODE

Conductive Material.
Bio-compatible.

Chemically stable
metal, non-corrosive;

gold, silver, nickel,
s-steel (304), graphite,
and polycrystalline.

Copper, aluminum,
zinc, carbon, carbon

paper, carbon
brushes, graphene
electrode, graphite:

rods, plates,
granules, fiber, etc.

E-TEK and
Electro-Synthesis United
Sates of America (USA)

GEE Graphite Ltd., (USA).
Dewsbury; United

Kingdom, (UK).
Morgan Grinbergen;

(Belgium).
Alfer–Aeser (Germany).
Generally in-expensive

simple materials,
e.g., graphite.

Porous.
Easy to handle.

Large surface area.
Allows efficient
flow of electrons

through the anode.
Permits minimal
oxygen into the

chamber.

Poor biofilm growth.
Poor electron flow.

Recurrent Biofouling
on the film.

[32–38]

CATHODE-
ELECTRODE

Bio-compatible.
Chemically stable

metal/alloy,
non-corrosive.

Copper, aluminum,
zinc, carbon, carbon

paper, carbon
brushes, graphene
electrode, graphite:

rods, plates,
granules, fiber, etc.

Low-cost for O2 but
expensive for catalyst
catholyte, e.g., Pt, etc.

Lower potential.
Greatly impacts

power generation
in MFC.

Insufficient
re-oxidation.

Expensive chemical
acceptors.

Catalyst catholyte
activity drops over

time.
Problems with binder

for catalyst.

[5,39–44]

PEM/CEM Ultrex CMI-7000 Nafion 112/115/117
DuPont USA

Aldrich and Ion Power
Highly Expensive

Permeability
to Protons

External Biofouling
Internal Biofouling

Costly
Upscaling and

practical application
Problems

[26,31–47]

MFC Catalyst Ferricyanide,
Pt catalyst

Pt catalyst.
Ferricyanide.

Permanganate
Solution.

Synthesis in local
chemical suppliers.

Boost the
conductivity of

either anolyte or
catholyte. Acts as a
viable electrolyte.

Expensive for
commercial-scale

applications. Complex
disposal procedures

due to being
environmentally

unfriendly.

[44–51]

2.2.1. Anode Chamber

The anode chamber acts as sort of the only anaerobic zone of any typical MFC bioreac-
tor. The succinct biodegradation and flow of electrons from the complex sourced substrate
to the external biofilm of the anodic electrode transpires here. For increased power genera-
tion, there is a need for properly cultured and well screened and selected active electrogenes,
which are the source catalyst for the electrogenation process in this chamber. A properly
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operated and well-commissioned anode chamber will definitely result in an optimized
overall potential difference in the MFC unit, hence upscaling the production of bioelec-
tricity within this technique. In any case, one has to investigate the basic contributing
factors towards the scaling-up of electricity production within an MFC in this chamber [18].
These factors may include the flow of electrons from the anode to the cathode chamber,
hence resulting in smooth and improved potential difference, and the microbial activity
rate mechanism of this chamber. The microbial respiratory principles are monitored and
effective in the anode chamber. The pH medium and the effect of temperature have a much
more impactful contribution in this chamber of the MFC unit. Precisely for efficient MFC
unit scaling-up towards the production of increased power densities, the anode chamber
has to be properly designed with effective materials, design layout, and mechanical config-
uration, and the solution chemistry for the microbes or electrogenes in this chamber has to
be properly observed.

The sequence of existing augmentations with total inner surface area is as follows:
(i) carbon felt, (ii) carbon foam, and (iii) graphite, according to [18,39–41]. There have not
been any studies done on the long-term effects of biofilm formation or particles in the flow
on any of the above surfaces. Manganese, Mn (IV) and Iron, Fe (III) were included, and
covalently bonded neutral red was used to mediate electron transport to the anode [8,18,48].
In order for the anode to produce electrons, microbes are crucial. Due to the effectiveness
of substrate oxidation and its impact on microbial activity rates, the structural and basic
properties of the anode have a major impact on MFC efficiency [49–51]. One of the most
important factors affecting MFC performance is anodic microbial electron flow, which
improves the rate of microbial electron transfer utilizing a variety of practical techniques
and modifies the electrode and cell design [18,49–51]. As a result, anodic electrodes are
essential parts of an MFC and play a vital role in improving its effectiveness. Therefore,
when establishing a standard anode in an MFC, appropriate anode materials should be
considered. It should have a big surface area and be inexpensive, noncorrosive, and highly
conductive, as shown in Table 1 [18].

The most typical anode material, as shown in Table 1, is carbon-based and includes
metal electrodes as well as graphite rods, felt, brushes, and fibers. Due to their low
cost, simple operation, and high pore stability, carbon-based electrode materials (plates
or rods) are crucial components for anode electrodes [49,50]. Due to their large surface
area and porosity, compact materials such as carbon-based electrodes are promising for
the development of biocompatible and active microorganisms that can viably produce
energy from complex substrates [18]. Carbon felt and carbon brushes have higher overall
power outputs of 2437 and 2110 mW/m2 (90% COD elimination) [49–51]. Several studies
on the suitability of anode materials have demonstrated and proved that improvement
in MFC performance can be accomplished primarily through a highly porous structure.
Despite the fact that carbon-based materials are commonly used as an anode, nitrogen-
pre-treated carbon electrodes can achieve even higher power densities [49–51]. Corrosion
resistance and cost-effectiveness are vital aspects of metal-based electrode materials [44].
Various types of anode materials are alternatives, especially carbon-structured electrode
materials [18,25–49].

2.2.2. Cathode Chamber

This compartment sort of acts as the final stage of the MFC electricity generation
stepwise process. It is the last unit operation section of the MFC technique. This chamber,
as aforementioned in the above section, aids the completion of the flow of electrons and
completes the reduction of the treated wastewater towards basic cleaner effluent, free of
high organic or biodegradable pollutants and perhaps particulate or non-biodegradable
pollutants with the aid of exogenous mediums, e.g., permanganate solution. Although
cathode electrodes have made significant strides, they still have drawbacks such as high
cost, surface toxicity of microbes, and insufficient re-oxidation, necessitating the routine
maintenance of the catholyte [18]. These factors have led to research into more appealing
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materials to increase MFC power output. Among these are materials with a carbon basis,
metal oxides and complexes, and others. This solution improves the electron reception
of this chamber while treating inorganic contents from the complex substrate such as
phosphates and nitrates. A good cathodic chamber with optimized operation factors
and proper configuration would assist in upscaling the production of bioelectricity in the
MFC unit.

The practice of oxygen cathodes is restricted for MFC designs that can stand low
performance due to the comparatively low oxygen acceptance rates of plain carbon and the
associated significant overpotential. In saltwater, microbial assistance for oxygen reduction
on carbon cathodes has been shown [16,19,26]. Stainless steel cathodes, which rapidly
decrease oxygen when aided by a bacterial biofilm, have also been reported to undergo
microbial-supported decline. Platinum (Pt) catalysts are commonly used for dissolved
oxygen [31–44] or open-air cathodes, enhancing oxygen reduction rates. The platinum
load for the MFC can be retained as low as 0.1 mg/cm2 to reduce costs [50]. Platinum’s
long-term strength needs to be further examined, and new types of low-cost catalysts are
still needed. MFC cathodes made of pyrolyzed iron (II) phthalocyanine have recently been
recommended as noble-metal-free catalysts [18,50].

In numerous studies, carbon-based cathode electrodes have assisted in= significantly
advancing high catalytic activity and performance. One investigation on heteroatom-doped
carbon, for instance, showed significant cathodic performance (1328.9 mW/m2) that was
comparable to the traditional catalyst Pt/C utilized in cathode cells (1337.7 mW/m2) [18].
It has been suggested that cathodes made from carbon fiber cloth, polyvinylidene fluoride,
and the catalysts Mn, O, Fe, and C could serve as cathode-viable electrodes for wastewater
treatment, with low operating costs and appropriate removal efficiency. According to
research, 90% of the COD, 80% of the ammonium, and 65% of the total phosphorous
were successfully eliminated [20]. A study carried out in a stacked MFC with a fed-
batch operating time of 48 h successfully removed 97% COD from the wastewater while
achieving a maximum power density of 1.7 W/m3. Granular activated carbon (GAC)
compact electrodes were utilized in the experiment [18]. Remarkable MFC performance
was attained when graphite plates were used in both electrodes, resulting in a power density
of 1771 mW/m2 [18]. Additionally, 90% oxidative removal of tetracycline hydrochloride
by reactive oxygen species was achieved using incapacitated GAC on the cathode. There
has been a lot of attention on carbon and metal nanoparticles with novel combinations and
varied dimensional structures [18]. A thorough study was conducted on the utilization of a
bio-cathode to remove carbon and nitrogen while also generating electricity [18].

2.2.3. Cation Exchange Membrane (CEM)/Proton Exchange Membrane (PET)

This section acts as the rudimentary passage to the precise protons that are released
during the reduction of the wastewater as the suitable substrate biodegrades and produces
the viable electrons and protons in the process of electrogenation. A CEM is required in
mainstream MFC designs to partition the anode and cathode chambers. Natural separation
systems, such as sediment MFCs [2–4,52] and, particularly, fabricated single-compartment
MFCs [6,53,54], are exceptions. The concept and implementation of ion exchange mem-
branes are gradually rising, demanding more broad and vital studies to measure the mem-
brane’s impact on performance and lasting steadiness [12,18,27–55]. Rossi et al. [56–61]
studied the effect of an anion exchange membrane (AEM) utilized to create a membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) in an MFC, with the anode, AEM, and cathode placed closely
together to improve the movement of hydroxide ions from the cathode to the anode, elimi-
nate pH imbalances, and shorten electrode distance. The MFC produced 5.7 W/m2 using
a flow-through felt anode. Due to the effects of localized pH on the performance of the
electrode, MFCs may be restricted to low power densities. The anodic biofilm’s acidifica-
tion reduces the amount of current the bacteria can produce, and the oxygen reduction
reaction’s increase in cathode pH lowers the potential of the entire cell. In light of the
aforementioned facts about some aspects of ion exchange membrane technology, it can be
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concluded that most MFC applications can achieve practical scale-up power by using this
technology, which is better suited for high power densities and more compatible with the
thermodynamics of bioenergy production by active bacterial species with few restrictions.

2.3. Summary of Challenges and Improvements of Electrode Materials of Construction towards
Scaling Up

The procedure, application, and general design of the CEM/PEM membranes and
electrodes largely affect the overall performance and cost-effectiveness of the MFC system.
The performance of MFC can be enhanced by using efficient electrode materials. This is such
that activation polarization losses in a fuel cell might vary depending on the anode materials
employed. Evaluating an effective electrode material is one of the biggest difficulties for
the MFC to operate as an affordable and accessible technology [18]. As such, both in
anode and cathode configurations, Pt and Pt electrodes outperform carbon and graphite-
based electrodes, despite being much more expensive [18,50]. Studies reveal that the least
resistant electrode materials are the most effective, so it is vital to measure their resistance
power in order to select the most effective electrode materials [18]. The ideal electrode
material, applicable to both anode and cathode, should be non-flammable, conductive, non-
fouling, and affordable. In large-scale applications, adopting a high-efficiency electrode
material such as platinum is not economically viable and perhaps impractical, according
to the literature and aforementioned sections [18. As a result, current MFC research has
shifted focus towards improving the overall fabrication, installation, and operational cost-
effectiveness of this system with commercially viable electrodes and membranes in overall
a more feasible and realistic operation methodology of this technique. Wei et al. [18–20]
concentrated on the significance of the high conductivity and mechanical strength required
for effective electron transport in the realm of material properties. To increase bacterial
adherence, the electrode’s surface area needs to be augmented and alienated into several
different conformations [20]. The literature claims that a nanoparticle-modified electrode
produces more power than a regular electrode [18,50].

3. Current Applications of Microbial Fuel Cells Commercially

In earlier studies, MFCs have been demonstrated to be a feasible and adaptable
technology that has been explored across a wide range of applications [20]. This method is
supposed to convey a strong sense of sustainability and dependability because it produces
very little waste and requires no new raw materials. Instead, it is a full cleaning technology.
MFCs utilize organic waste matter as a source of fuel in the cell to generate power and other
bioenergy products such as hydrogen, methane, and biosensors, rather than discarding it,
while also purifying wastewater for industrial reuse and maintaining zero liquid effluent
discharge potentials [11]. Figure 3 summarizes the various applications and major uses of
MFC technology. This technology stands out as a promising future solution with several
clean, reliable, and sustainable bioenergy potentials.

From Figure 3, we can clearly identify the various applications of MFCs as a green
technology with multiple renewable and recycled products in the form of energy, heat,
biological oxygen demand sensors, etc. Logan et al. [19], presenting MFC technology as
a multifaceted approach towards the global energy crisis and continued climate change
issues, have reported this theorem. More versatility and application of MFCs are summa-
rized in Figures 4 and 5 for MFC applications in a typical wastewater treatment plant at
different phase stages, sufficing the same principle of the basic conversion of organic waste
into renewable energy. In these figures, the MFC is applicable for wastewater treatment
simultaneous to achieving continued bioelectricity generation and zero liquid effluent
discharge (ZLED), free of high organic pollutant strengths.

Figures 4 and 5 pictorially outline the typical process path in the form of a process
flow diagram and block process flow diagram. This pictorial view summarizes the detailed
stages whereby the MFC unit is applied in a typical wastewater treatment plant. It is critical
to note that the MFC unit is applicable just before the convectional and usual bio-digesters
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and physicochemical treatment units. This is primarily to harness the fresh effluent or
industrial complex substrate upstream before processing, such that the substrates act as the
perfect source of electrogenes and a source of fuel in the MFC unit. Moreso, it is imperative
to note that the MFC at this point and stage of the plant treatment is in a position to
generate power to operate the whole wastewater plant unit. At this stage, the source
of clean, reliable, and renewable bioenergy can be tapped in the form of bioelectricity,
methane, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide, which can and are commonly used as reliable,
renewable, and sustainable energy sources. MFCs are typically positioned upstream
in a wastewater treatment plant. This is to target the high-strength pollutants that are
considered electron transfer and growth boosters. This quality of industrial wastewater help
bio-electrochemically active microorganisms grow faster during wastewater treatment as it
acts as a source of fuel to the active biomass to produce and convert the contained adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) energy from chemical energy into bio-electrochemical energy [3,21–24].
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Another application of MFCs, summarized in Figure 3, is for secondary fuel pro-
duction, which has been reported as viable and practicable commercially. MFCs can be
implemented in the generation of by-products such as hydrogen (H2) as an option for
bioelectricity with modest adjustments. The cathode receives any electrons and protons
generated in the anodic chamber, which consequently combines with electrons produced
in the water under conventional experimental conditions. Hydrogen creation is thermo-
dynamically unfavorable; this implies that it is a challenging process for a cell to totally
overcome the reaction’s thermodynamic barrier and generate H2. As a result, at the cath-
ode, the ions created by the anolyte unite to make H2. When compared to the amount
of H2 produced by the traditional glucose fermentation process, MFC is likely to yield
more. Using the heterotrophs and autotrophs of Shewenella oneidensis MR-1, single-chamber
membrane-free MECs were developed and engineered with a high success rate of hydrogen
production from organic substrate material [1–5,22].
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Figure 5. Process block diagram for MFC installation in a convectional wastewater treatment plant at
the primary sedimentation stage for enhanced substrate concentrations.

MFCs can also be applicable as reliable wastewater biosensors, as presented in Figure 3.
MFCs with a changeable anaerobic consortium cannot be instigated as a biosensor to
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measure organic matter in real time. Although a variety of traditional approaches have
been instigated to determine organic content in wastewater in terms of biological oxygen
demand (BOD), the majority of them are inadequate for the operational monitoring and
management of raw wastewater treatment processes. MFC can function as a BOD sensor
due to a direct correlation between Coulombic efficacy and pollutant strength in the
complex substrate [9–32]. The MFC’s Coulombic yield efficiency offers an estimate of BOD
that has proven to be a reliable and accurate method for measuring BOD values in process
wastewater treatment operations over a wide testing range of organic matter [21]. As a
continuous BOD sensor, a mediator-free microbial fuel cell has been reported [9,57]. BOD
levels of up to 100 mg BOD/L were assessed using a direct correlation between Coulombic
yield and organic matter strength at an incoming flow of 0.35 mL/min (retention time of
1.05 h) [2–59].

Waste Management Hierarchy That Incorporates MFC Technology as a Viable Solution to Both
Waste and Energy Shortage

A logical starting point for understanding pollution prevention concepts is the con-
cepts of waste and wastewater management in any typical practical plant environment. The
wastewater management concept has a defined and applicable hierarchy in a WWTP. It is
vital to follow the imperativeness of wastewater in a WWTP as not just a waste commodity
but also a natural resource to be converted into bioelectricity, as it has the potential to
exude an adequate adenosine triphosphate capacity that can easily converge into electricity
in the presence of good biodegrading biomass and other biological mediums such as the
MFC unit. This is summarized in a sequential manner in Figure 6. The versatility and
sustainability of an MFC unit are presented to supply the whole WWTP with just the
adequate amount of power, with the practical approach of being the stand-alone weekend
power supply source, as per Logan et al. [19].
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4. Previous Outlooks on MFC Electricity Generation and Scaling-Up Capacity

Waste biomass provides an affordable and abundant source of electrons for bacteria
capable of producing electrical currents outside the cell [22]. MFCs are rapidly gaining
traction and are part of a broad range of essential future energy and chemical production
technologies [24,25]. This study is interested in learning operating conditions that will allow
exo-electrogene bacteria to produce biofuels, hydrogen, methane, and other valuable inor-
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ganic and organic chemicals in the future. It will also look at the major challenges of putting
these systems in place, as well as compare them to other renewable energy technology
options. Despite the fact that commercial development in a number of applications ranging
from wastewater treatment to industrial chemical synthesis is underway, more studies in
the areas of efficiency, scalability, system lifetimes, and dependability are recommended.

In an MFC, the anaerobic oxidation of organic molecules by bacteria can be a reliable
source of energy. An anode chamber and a cathode chamber are the two compartments
in a conventional MFC system [6,25]. In the anode chamber, microorganisms decompose
biodegradable organic molecules and deliver electrons to the anode electrode (negative
electrode) [10–26]. Electrons travel through a circuit to the cathode chamber (positive
electrode), where oxygen or other chemicals such as ferricyanide accept them [14–27]. Water
(from oxygen) or ferricyanide is formed when these electrons mix with protons that diffuse
from the anode chamber to the cathode chamber (ferricyanide) [20–26]. Essentially, this
process of protons diffusing from the anodic chamber to the cathodic chamber effectively
relies on the quality and type of PEM that separates these chambers and optimizes the
chances of achieving a bigger load upon the completion of the load on the cathode side.
This chamber determines the feasibility of the thermodynamic favorability of the MFC unit,
hence the capacity of this technique to generate bioelectricity [18–26]. Table 2 summarizes
current viewpoints gleaned from recent investigations, which are quickly emphasized
and clearly summarized based on the various experimental approaches and operating
parameters used to carry out these methods. Across the board, it was perceived that there
is an imminent issue of very low power densities. This has severely limited the feasibility
and efficiency of this operation at the experimental scale. A critical description of the
evaluated work’s merits and weaknesses was also highlighted in order to comprehend the
MFC technique’s future prospects and use.

Table 2. Summarized perspectives on MFC studies.

Parameters Power Densities,
COD Removals Advantages Disadvantages References

One-month acclimation.
HRT: 2.0 h.

0.22 mL/min flow rate.
Influent COD: 2463 mg/L.

FPMFC.

58% mg COD/L
560 mW/m2

Continuous electricity generation.
Continuous organic WWT.

10% higher power density than
other MFCs.

Need for up-scaling of power
for application. [38–40]

Double electrode chambers.
Permeable PEM to O2.

FPMFC.
500 mW/m2 Increased power potentials due to

packed electrodes.

Poor MFC performance on WWT and
power generation due to

permeable PEM.
[31–36,58]

Air cathode.
Fed-batch/continuous.

Temp: Mesophilic: (23 + 1 and 30 + 1).
OLR: 54 gCOD/L.d

SCMFC.

422 mW/m2

25% mg COD/L

Series configuration is operational
and convenient for

temperature phases.

Energy dependent on operating
conditions (temp, OLR, HRT, etc.). [7,19,59]

Lactate/glucose substrates.
Eight graphite electrode setup.

Air cathode.
Continuous flow.

HRT: 3–33 h.
50–220 mg COD/L influent.

SCMFC.

26 mW/m2

80% mg COD/L

Bioreactor seems a good technique
for both electricity generation

and WWT.

HRT for increased electrical potential
capacity Eo

em f .
Cathode-controlled power generation.

Loss of organic matter without
power generation.

[19,30–41]

Starch processed water (SPW).
Resistance: 120 ohms.

SPWMFC.

293 mW/m2

98% mg COD/L
90% mg NH4/L

Higher nitrate removal.
Good electrode activity of biofilm

O2 diffusion into anode impairs
electricity generation. [28,54,60]

Domestic WW.
Non-PEM/CEM MFC

SCMFC.

26 mW/m2

80% mg COD/L
14 mW/m2 (non PEM)

Simple design and lower costs
of PEM.

Scaling up bioenergy in the MFC.
Non-PEM has zero WWT.

Constant transfer/diffusion of O2 into
anode from cathode.

[7,28–40,61]

Non-mixing system
One-month acclimation.

Short HRT.
FPMFC.

Consistent COD removal with
long HRTs.

Observed that prolonged hydraulic
retention times (HRT) devastate the

Coulombic efficiency (CE) generation
and impair overall Emf production in

the air-cathode MFC. Need to optimize
MFC hydraulic retention times (HRT).

[25–27]
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From the analysis of Table 2, it can be perceived that MFC technology has the potential
of being a reliable source of energy concurrent to wastewater treatment. It is gathered
that high COD removal efficiencies were accomplished with reasonably low overall power
densities that still need scaling up towards commercial applications. More research work is
imperative based on the findings of Table 2.

According to Feng et al. [9], the development of microbial fuel cell electric power was
investigated in order to contribute to MFC technology applications and space research.
The applied microbial cultures responsible for producing bioelectricity from chemical
energy contained in substrates were discovered to be one of the decisive variables in
MFC technology. Despite intensive growth over the previous decade, the knowledge gap
related to microbial power generation is an issue. The quick screening approach relied
on microbial iron (III) reduction and did not necessitate the use of MFC infrastructure [9].
The approach can be used to evaluate multiple microbe species or strains at the same
time, allowing researchers to expand the spectrum of potential MFC biocatalysts and
anticipate how much power the cultures would generate [9]. The knowledge derived
from this work on growth, iron (III) reduction, substrate utilization, adhering, biofilm-
forming properties, extracellular conductive proteins, and redox mediator production
measurements is critical for the use of G. toluenoxydans and S. xiamenensis species in various
MFC applications (wastewater remediation or energy generation) [19,62,63]. A promising
MFC approach with such good energy outcomes was presented in this study. However,
a need for scaling up this technology is evident, based on the quality of microbes and
its solution chemistry knowledge, to best utilize the biomass or microbe chemical energy
towards efficient bioenergy-producing electricity.

Min et al. [29] demonstrated that a flat plate system for power generation from resi-
dential wastewater could constantly produce energy from biological species in wastewater
while performing complex substrate remediation processes. After a one-month acclimation
period, the FPMFC generated steady electricity from wastewater throughout the 5-month
treatment period. For a fresh feed influent stream of 2463 mg COD/L, an average power
density of 560 mW/m2 was produced at an HRT of 2.0 h (0.22 mL/min flow rate; 164 mg/L
log mean COD), an airflow rate of 2 mL/min, and a 470 ohms resistor [30–32]. Under these
operating conditions, the COD removal rate was 1.2 mg/L min (58% COD removal), [30].
The highest power density was attained at a flow rate of 0.22 mL/min. Under typical
operating conditions, this power density is roughly 10% higher than that provided by a
470 ohms resistor [30]. These results showed the substantial potential of the MFC technol-
ogy’s ability to produce bioelectricity while treating complex substrates. A practical need
for scaling up the overall power density and the unit’s pragmatic installation was observed
from this work.

Furthermore, Feng et al. [9] used a traditional double chamber system and a typical
PEM, which also allowed oxygen to diffuse to the anode. Without a deeper understanding
of the features of the bacteria that produce energy in MFCs, there are many possible
causes of electricity generation in these conditions [62,63]. Bacteria adhering directly to the
electrode may be able to create electricity even in the presence of low oxygen concentrations.
The carbon electrode’s uneven surface, on the other hand, might enable bacteria to grow in
the deeper areas of the electrode (near the cathode) to scavenge oxygen before it reaches
the bacteria producing electricity on the anodic biofilm. As aspects of continuous bioenergy
production are unknown, the ability to have these electrodes so close to one other is a major
discovery since it opens the door to more efficient MFC reactor designs [8,19,36,62–68]. A
crucial finding of electrode spacing and electrogenation surface area was established in
this work, hence adding a positive spark towards the scaling-up potential based on the
design and configuration of the MFC unit. This work definitely catalyzed an interest in
experimenting with the effect of electrode spacing on increasing the overall output power
in MFCs.

Cheng et al. [32] have reported an SCMFC for continuous wastewater treatment and
energy generation. It was feasible to achieve the highest power density of 26 mW/m2
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while removing up to 80% of COD from a complex substrate [32]. Domestic wastewater
might generate up to 28 mW/m2 of power, according to a newly developed smaller batch
system [34–37]. When the proton exchange membrane (PEM) was removed, they were
able to produce a maximum of 146 mW/m2 of electricity in the form of power density.
However, the effluent was not treated continuously in these tests [32]. The anode remained
separate from the cation membrane/cathodic chamber. As a result, it is uncertain if a single
electrode/PEM assembly can improve power generation in an MFC or whether oxygen
transfer from the cathode to the anode chamber would impede efficient power production
in an MFC [19,40]. From the findings of this work, the above-articulated research questions
have to suffice towards the positive prospects of MFC power scaling-up.

In another study, domestic wastewater treatment was investigated using an SCMFC
at different temperatures (23 ◦C and 30 ◦C) and flow modes (fed-batch and continuous),
as reported by Ahn et al. [33]. The significance of temperature on treatment efficiency
and electricity generation was vital and evident. At an OLR of 54 g COD/L-d, [33], the
maximum power density of 422 mW/m2 (12.8 W/m3) was achieved at constant flow and
mesophilic settings, achieving 25.8% COD elimination [33]. The reactor design, as well
as the operational conditions (flow mode, temperature, organic loading rate, and HRT),
were found to have a significant impact on energy recovery. According to the findings,
using temperature-phased, in-series MFC designs for residential wastewater treatment has
various benefits, including decreased power consumption, lower solids production, and
increased treatment efficiency.

It is known that MFCs are utilized to produce power from a range of chemicals, with
acetate, lactate, and glucose, as recounted by Rabaey et al. [34]. The feasibility of producing
electricity in an MFC from domestic wastewater while also performing biological wastew-
ater treatment was stated. The efficiency of the cathode was the primary determinant of
current generation. Allowing passive airflow rather than forced airflow 4.5–5.5 L/min
resulted in optimal cathode performance [53]. Based on COD removal and energy genera-
tion, the system’s Coulombic efficiency was reported to be 12%, indicating that a sizeable
amount of the biological material was lost without energy production [34]. Based on the
findings of this study, it can be perceived that scaling up electricity generation in MFC
systems could give a new alternative to offset wastewater treatment facility operating
expenses and hence save many of these chemical plants’ overall utility costs. Therefore,
MFCs are a good, reliable, and sustainable technology needed to address these current
commercial plant-operating issues.

In another study, Lu et al. [35] presented COD and NH4
+-N removal. It was reported

that removal efficiencies are proportional to retention time, reaching 98.0% and 90.6% by the
membrane and electrode assembly air-cathode MFC [35]. More so, a study of concurrent
complex substrate treatment and biological electricity production using starch-processing
wastewater (SPW) as a substrate was successfully completed. The findings could have
induced high nitrate removal values. The viability of applying MFC technology to produce
energy while instantaneously treating SPW with high-range COD and nitrate reductions
was established. This study presented an enticing option for reducing wastewater inor-
ganic pollutants while generating power from a renewable resource. Unlike conventional
wastewater treatment methods, MFCs are posed as a complete approach that not only
biodegrades organic constituents from wastewater but also critically addresses the inorgan-
ics for continued zero liquid effluent discharge to local wastewater receiving bodies. This
technology indirectly shows its other superior quality of being viable enough to address
environmental issues such as eutrophication due to continued nitrates and phosphates
dewatering into municipal bodies and running river streams.

5. Current Outlooks on MFC Scaling-Up—Application Challenges

The MFC’s design and mechanical layout are critical for achieving ultimate power
densities, whether at the research scale or in practical implementation. This section critically
examines the basic, commonly used experimental designs both currently/previously used
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in MFCs for ultimate power generation. The idea is to clearly summarize the recurring
economic challenges based on the design configuration concurrent to economic applications
for bigger-scale implementation—either at the local wastewater treatment level or at the
national grid level, as an alternative source of bioelectricity to curb possible power outages
in the case of recurrent power meltdowns in nations such as South Africa. From an analysis
of Table 3, it is observed that the scalability and economic applicability of MFC technology
are directly proportional to each other. This implies that in most studies, the complexity
of the design simply relates to the real-life possibility of economic application in terms of
fabrication costs, operation costs, and general maintenance and overview of the plant as
per the normal sequence. It is vital to maintain a simple yet effective and scalable design
to curb the overall economic costs of practically employing that particular design of MFC
unit operation.

Table 3. Summary of recent MFC scaling-up attempts.

Research Output
and Contribution Operating Conditions Limitations References

Conversion of waste into
bioelectricity and chemicals

by using microbial
electrochemical technologies.

Review manuscript on key advances in
implementing exoelectrogenic bacterial species to

produce bioenergy products.

Scaling-up and
commercialization technique. [12,23,37,63,69–74]

Investigated microbial fuel
cell (MFC) in

mesophilic conditions.

Two single-chamber MFCs with air cathodes were
utilized. Gas diffusion electrodes (GDE) with a Pt

load of 0.5 mg/cm2 served as the cathodes
(GDE-LT-120EW, E-TEK Division, PEMEAS Fuel

Cell Technologies, Somerset, NJ, USA). The anodes
were made of a piece of carbon felt measuring 5 cm
by 10 cm and with a thickness of 5 mm from Speer

Canada in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada.
Polycarbonate plates were used to create the anodic
chambers. An amount of 110 mL of MFC (MFC-1)
was assembled utilizing two plates. This MFC had
1.5 cm between electrodes, and the anode only took

up 25% of the chamber space.

Effect of temperature on
scaling-up the Eo

emf.
[22,25,57–70]

Evaluation of nitrification and
denitrification on MFCs.

Comprehensive review: Researchers have looked at
various aspects of MFC-mediated denitrification,
including different operating conditions, reactor

configurations, presence/absence of oxygen,
electron donor, and nitrate concentration.

Removal of
non-biodegradable

substances in MFCs.
[69–77]

Evaluation of the buffering
capacity of brewery
wastewater through
phosphate addition.

The wastewater had a COD of 2250 ± 418 mg/L. In
some tests, the wastewater was diluted with

ultra-pure water (Milli-Q system; Millipore Corp.,
New Bedford, MA, USA) or a phosphate buffer
(PBS; 50 or 200 mM) and was added to MFCs.

Ionic exchange strength of
brewery wastewater. [54,78,79]

Investigated the use of
electrochemical measurement

methods Tafel plots.

The identical electrode/electrolyte interface was
used in the current experiment using the

microelectrode approach, which was previously
established to measure these parameters at the

platinum/Nafion® contact at 25 ◦C. This study was
conducted in the 30–80 ◦C temperature range with

an oxygen pressure of 5 atm.

EIS for proper Eo
emf

measurement. [43–45]

Bio-cathodic use for COD
removal with better

electro-generation capacity in
the MFC.

The CEM that divided the two chambers had a
sectional area of 5.6 × 5 = 28 cm2. Jiangsu Province,
China-made GGs (55 m2/m3, diameter 1 to 5 mm)

were used as the anode, and GFB (400 m2/m3) was
used as the air-sparged cathode. The anode’s wet

volume was 22 mL. Both GG and GFB were
pre-soaked for 24 h in a solution of 1 mol L−1 HCl
and NaOH, and then for another 48 h in nonionized

water. To capture the electrons generated by
microbial oxidation, a graphite rod with a 1 cm

diameter and 5 cm length was introduced into the
granule matrix.

Cathodic electrodes boost the
electro-generation surface,

hence up-scaling the
production of electricity.

[69–82]
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Table 3. Cont.

Research Output
and Contribution Operating Conditions Limitations References

Study of the effect of HRT in
an SCMFC.

During the test in continuous mode, wastewater
was injected through the injection port using a

peristaltic pump (Watson-Marlow, 520S) outfitted
with Marprene II tubing at a flow rate ranging from
0.03 to 1 cm3/min1 (0.14 cm internal diameter). The

MFCs were run at about 21 2 C, which is the
temperature of ambient air.

HRT for increased electrical
potential capacity Eo

emf.
[6,17,41–54,83–86]

Wastewater treatment using
air-cathode microbial

fuel cells.

The cathode was composed of carbon cloth
(30% wet proofed; ETEK, USA) with a Pt catalyst

(0.35 mg/cm2; E-TEK), whereas the anode electrode
(projected surface area = 7 cm2) was built of carbon

cloth (without wet proofing). In the cylindrical
chamber, the electrodes were positioned on

opposing sides (4 cm long, 3 cm diameter; 28 mL
liquid volume). The external circuit was connected

to the carbon electrodes using titanium wire.

Knowledge of solution
chemistry and operational
parameters affecting MFCs

towards scaling up.

[5–13,29–54,60,81,87–92]

Production of bioenergy and
biochemicals from industrial
and agricultural Wastewater

Critical review based on various industrial
substrates and their inoculum with a clear power

generation capacity display.

A need for commercializing
and scaling-up bioenergy
production in the MFC.

[13,61,86]

Waste and wastewater
clean-up using microbial

fuel cells

Batch feeding was used in the early investigations
with the R-MFCs. Once or twice a week, MFCs were

fed, and each time, 5 mL of old anolyte was
removed before 5 mL of fresh feedstock was added
to the reactors. Anolyte in the anodic chambers was
thoroughly stirred during the feeding procedure to

guarantee uniformity.

A need to improve anode
performance and waste

utilization. Need for MFC
scale-up through multiple

small-sized MFC units.

[47,81,83]

Electricity generation from
starch processing wastewater

using microbial fuel
cell technology

In a temperature-controlled incubator, all MFCs
were run in fed-batch mode at 30 ◦C (HPG-280H,

China). The electrode was created by sandwiching a
proton exchange membrane (PEM, Nafion 117,

Dupont) between an anode (carbon paper) and a
cathode (carbon paper containing 1.12 mg/cm2 of
Pt catalyst) and then joining them together by hot
pressing. The projected surface areas of the anode

and cathode were 25 and 17 cm2, respectively.
Except where stated, a set 1000 external resistance

was used for all experiments.

Observed that prolonged
hydraulic retention times

(HRT) devastate the
Coulombic efficiency (CE)

generation and impair overall
Emf production in the

air-cathode MFC. Need to
optimize MFC-HRT.

[10–12,19,55–60,73–79]

From the analysis of Table 3, it is evident that there is a serious need to develop a viable
MFC prototype that can solve the recurrent issue of electricity scaling-up and its practical
application potential. The following sections briefly summarize the current predicaments
encountered in MFCs, as outlined in Table 3 above. Based on the above findings, MFCs
can be scaled up, but the impact of reactor design and experimental conditions must be
better understood [25,40,64,89–91. Logan et al. [9] linked the batch enactment of a smaller
MFC (SMFC 28 mL) to a larger MFC (SMFC 48 mL) (LMFC 520 mL). The SMFC produced
14 W/m3 with a 4 cm electrode spacing, which is in line with earlier studies. The LMFC
produced 16 W/m3 due to its shorter average electrode spacing of 2.6 cm and larger anode
surface area per volume (150 m2/m3 vs. 25 m2/m3 for the SMFC). With the addition of
graphite granules or graphite fiber brushes to the LMFC anode chamber, the effect of a
higher anode surface area on power was proven to be relatively small. Regardless of the fact
that the granules and graphite brushes augmented the surface area by a factor of 6 and 56,
the highest power density in the ML-MFC improved by 8% and 4%, respectively, according
to Sharif et al. [2,23].

Using NaCl to increase the LMFC’s ionic strength from 100 to 300 mM, on the other
hand, increased the power density by 25% to 20 W/m3. In continuous flow mode, the
LMFC generated a maximum power density of 22 W/m3 after an HRT of 11.3 h. According
to Logan et al. [42], a thick biofilm formed on the cathodic chamber. However, at power
densities less than 1.0 mA/cm2, the cathode potentials were unaffected. According to
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Logan et al. [42], overall power densities can be sustained during MFC scale-up; anode
surface area increase and biofilm formation on the cathode compartment have no significant
impact on MFC reactor outcome, and electrode spacing is a critical design parameter for
maximizing overall power generation in an MFC unit. Logan et al. [42] accentuate the
critical difficulties of optimizing power generation in an MFC, described as follows:

# Need for the influent to reach the entire anode matrix without disturbance.
# Protons must diffuse rapidly towards the membrane.
# Suitable electrical contact must be made between the suspended bacterial masses and

the anode.
# To have functional power, sufficient voltage has to be achieved across the MFC.
# The installation of an aeration device should primarily be re-examined.

Application Challenges

Activation losses, concentration losses, aeration, high initializing costs, and low power
densities are only a few of the application’s major restrictions. In light of the foregoing,
Logan et al. [3,23–43] severely dismiss the issue of lower power densities as part of the
application issues, citing the fact that MFC technology is still developing and in its early
stages, requiring optimized procedures to reach commercial viability. According to the
literature, the highest power density is 3600 mW/m2. This was accomplished by treating
glucose with adjusted anaerobic consortia in a double-compartment MFC. This process
took place in an anode chamber and a cathode chamber that was continuously aerated and
contained an electrolyte solution. Oxygen transmission in the cathode compartment was
made better by the formulation of the catholyte. One of the most significant barriers to
MFC adoption is the high initial cost of design and fabrication, as well as commissioning
and operation [2–4,23]. This technology is generally made of high-cost materials that are
essential for electricity regeneration, such as the expensive Nafion membrane, which has
been described as the most efficient CEM for increasing power densities. It is reported that
numerous attempts have been made to construct a low-cost version of a PEM that would
produce the same effective outcomes as the Nafion prototype [42,90].

6. Perspectives on the Current South African Energy Crisis: MFC Technology as a
Potential Solution

The ongoing South African energy crisis is characterized by back-to-back blackouts
and load shedding because the country’s electricity supply is insufficient compared to
the demand. The prevailing consensus on this situation is that it is the result of repeated
national grid failures brought on by poor maintenance and engineering on the part of the
national power generator, Eskom. This aspect has clearly posed a threat to the national grid
stability and future status, as attempts to redeem this predicament are currently obtuse and
seem unfeasible. The government-based national power grid by the national generator,
Eskom, and a number of various state officials perhaps also contributed to these ongoing
power blackouts due to the poor stability of the national grid sustenance. A reported
reserve quantity of about 8% or less of such power blackouts is envisaged every time gen-
erating units are deemed offline due to poor scheduled maintenance and repairs [91–107].
The resolution calls for the construction of new power plants and generators based on
information from Eskom and the South African government [94]. Lately, the current presi-
dent announced and clearly assured the country is not in a state of emergency regarding
these recurrent electricity load-shedding rollouts, but there is a need for the nation to be
sympathetic and cooperative to bring the country out of this minor glitch. A need for
skilled and veteran personnel in the energy and power industry was announced as a viable
direction [95]. Regardless, the nation always points out the lack of adequate national
governance, Eskom governance due to unskilled and scrupulous managerial personnel,
and the exorbitant squandering of maintenance and repair funds to have deteriorated the
credibility and capacity of Eskom to supply the grid sustainable and reliably.
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The South African load-shedding periods, to list a few, include 2007–2008, 2014–2015,
2019–2020, and March 2021 until the present. Generally, Eskom has been criticized, as
mentioned above, for exporting abundant power capacities to local Southern African
neighboring states, thought to be one of the predicaments leading to electricity power
shortages in the national grid [94–107]. During this time, the average annual growth rate
of the gross domestic product (GDP) was 3.1% [94]. Consequently, predictions of the end
of power shortages in 2012 were common [94–104]. Sadly, Eskom, around the period of
the end of 2015, fell short of massive megawatts of power, which was later captured as an
outcome of an unplanned maintenance schedule and overall extremely poor planning of
this national electricity power generating entity, Eskom.

Around early 2020, the chief operating officer of Eskom at the time announced that
the root cause of this unreliability and energy crisis was due to poor maintenance [96] and
planned unit operations such as power turbines’ timely service, overhaul, and repairs. This
was estimated to have prevailed over a twelve-year-long period hence resulting in such a
backlog of failures to meet the national grid demand [96]. To date, the local and sole power
generating stations of Eskom have been reported to be under continuous service and repair
challenges, breakdowns, shortages of raw fuel supply such as quality coal, etc. [94–107]. An
overview layout in a form of a simple trend in Figure 7 demonstrates the recurrent power
blackouts in South Africa and clearly summarizes the need for reliable and sustainable,
clean energy from innovative techniques and methodologies.
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Figure 7. South African load-shedding stages and national grid users’ impact [98].

In general, the South African cents per kWh of electricity over the above-reported
periods, marking the start of the energy crisis, as presented in Figure 7 above, was reported
by [94–107] in detail as the beginning of very high increases in the electricity unit cost.
This continued failure and unreliability of the local South African energy-generating entity
due to a reported misuse of maintenance funds, unskilled management system, continued
hiring of unskilled and reliable engineering personnel in the power units, political sabotage,
and so forth, is calling for a reliable solution [94–107].

As observed by the national local government, the national grid is to remain with
the state and hence the nation’s outburst on Eskom’s unreliable power supply remains a
mystery to be resolved. The current president also made a clear call for the additional input
of power to the grid by other sustainable and novel technologies. The need for nuclear
power and other hydro-powered and solar-powered technologies has been implored to-
wards contributing to the national grid. However, these techniques have their drawbacks.
For example, there are hidden dangers in the safety and environmental friendliness of
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nuclear technology. Even if one considers relatively green renewable energy sources, wind
and solar techniques are unstable and intermittent during generation, and energy storage
systems are needed to improve the utilization and stabilization of renewable energy. The
above-stated fundamental reasons undoubtedly increase the application and commercial
viability complexities of these systems, hence limiting the options of the South African
energy sector to consider implementing them. Frankly, these well-articulated drawbacks
perfectly present the significance of the development of MFC technology towards answer-
ing the current issues of South African national grid shortfalls emanating from recurrent
national power shedding. Most of all, this study proposes the use of clean, sustainable,
and reliable MFC technology as one novel yet potential solution to the recurrent energy
crisis South Africa is facing. MFC technology, with the use of absolutely fewer carbon
sources, fossil fuels, etc., not only appears to be a solution for substantiating power but also
a resolution to the current global environmental crisis of water scarcity and climate change.
The authors in the above sections have discussed the MFC technique proposed in this study
as a practical magic bullet and multifaceted approach that can solve the above-underpinned
South African energy predicament and possibly provide a global solution to the current
worldwide energy and water scarcity [94–107].

Proposed—Hybrid Technology: MFC Integrated Method for Electricity Scaling–Up Possibilities
and Future Work

Based on the aforementioned challenges, it is mandatory to develop a new knowledge-
contributing prototype of MFC technology that can viably attempt to address the looming
issues of both scaling-up and application potential. From a practical and realistic per-
spective, the South African energy grid shortage crisis has been an ongoing predicament
without feasible mitigating strategies implemented to curb this phenomenon. As sum-
marized in the above section, large loads of national energy are required to eradicate the
mismanagement that persists in the national energy grid platform and provider, Eskom,
hence a critical need for alternative methods to generate electricity to back up the grid
is required. This MFC technology has been existing, but as aforementioned above, with
massive shortfalls in scaling-up and practical application potentials. The below-proposed
prototype is simple in design and already exists but has been developed by integrating
two process unit operations to avoid complex bio-electrochemical designs while improv-
ing the overall potential of the MFC in generating clean and reliable electricity. In this
regard, Figures 8 and 9 present the alternative methodology attempting to address the most
significant grey area in MFC technology, which is bioelectricity scaling-up and practical
application potential. As discussed in earlier studies, the type of biomass that will be used
as the mediator-free electron donor in the anode chamber has a big impact on how much
energy is produced.

In this prototype, a unique combined DCMFC–flocculator system using an anaerobic,
heterotrophic mixed culture as a mediator and an electron donor will be implemented.
Based on a particular chosen aeration configuration (anoxic), it is expected that very
high rates of nitrification and denitrification, as well as simultaneous nitrification and
denitrification, will occur in the cathodic chamber, mostly favoring the nitrates and total
phosphate removal. Bakare et al. [91–95] have previously demonstrated this element of
biochemical kinetics. In order to scale up bio-energy production, this MFC method will
look into numerous essential issues. The above-mentioned combined unique DCMFC–
flocculator strategy will improve the removal of non-biodegradable contaminants, primarily
particulate COD and total phosphates, in raw complex industrial wastewater, boosting
efficient bioenergy production and reliable WWT, achieving continued zero liquid-effluent
discharge standards. In comparison to prior studies, the currently proposed alternative
is likely to produce effective outcomes; hence, it will undoubtedly add fresh knowledge
to the currently impending research gaps related to the commercial use and scaling-up
possibilities of this technology.
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7. Future Work

According to the aforementioned research, the concentrations of organic substrate and
the overall design parameters of the system’s units determine the amount of energy pro-
duced in MFCs through various configurations and operations. More crucially, the expense
of these biological processes is inversely correlated with fundamental design considerations
and experimental techniques, such as longer HRTs, that seem to be monetarily unviable
in terms of application prospects. From an economic standpoint, one may argue that this
system still has a long way to go before it can be scaled up for commercial applications. It
is necessary to improve and optimize its overall power generation capacity from mWatts
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to kWatts. Future imperatives include a more in-depth investigation of the impact of the
key optimization elements. Finding a sweet spot to boost a computational version of MFCs
is precisely advised in order to introduce a fresh understanding of scaling-up chances. It
is necessary to conduct a thorough analysis of the chemical energy of the biomass and its
capacity to scale up based on its total ATP from extractive cell ATP and dissolved ATP,
modeled over critical activity rate monitoring parameters of the active biomass such as BSI
(biomass stress index), AVSS (active volatile suspended solids), and active biomass ration
(ABR). The information above will help in the development of an MFC model for power
generation that will be optimized using MATLAB—Simulink R2022a, which will feasibly
predict the potential for the scaling-up of the MFC system based on these components.

8. Conclusions

MFC technology has shown promising potential for both wastewater treatment and
electricity generation. It does this through the straightforward conversion of organic and
chemical energy in wastewater, primarily through active electrogenes that biodegrade
high-strength pollutant constituents into bioelectricity. The fundamental limits of scaling
up and applications have yet to be resolved in most MFC experiments, indicating that a
scalable MFC unit is still a long way off. MFCs appear to be the most viable means of
generating energy, particularly when combined with synchronous wastewater treatment to
achieve zero liquid effluent discharge regulations. The goal of this review was to present
current upscaling and application potentials, considering the nature of MFC technology,
which still requires additional studies to solve these grey areas related to scaling up and
commercialization. However, it can be consistently stated that MFC technology is a rapidly
emerging niche area that is simple, robust, and entirely renewable and green. More
research is required to address the persistent problem of low power densities, which must
be increased to at least 1 kW/m3 of complex substrates to assure the method’s long-term
viability. In view of the above-stated shortcomings, more studies on MFC technology
are in demand and highly recommended as an effort to address these limitations. It
is also strongly advised that hybrid and novel integrated techniques and process unit
operation configurations be investigated in light of scaling up the overall energy and
electricity generation in an MFC because MFCs are a promising technology that needs to be
assimilated with convectional existing types. Categorically stated from the above-covered
main sections, one concludes the following:

# For both the anode and cathode compartments, a good electrode material of construc-
tion that is highly conducive, less corrosive, affordable, and easily accessible would
be a good choice.

# Previous authors have vehemently argued that a solid grasp of microbial electrochem-
istry is essential for scaling up bioenergy and obtaining realistic power densities for
MFC commercial applications.

# Since the MFC technology converts simple waste into bioenergy—specifically
electricity—it is more dependable, sustainable, and multifarious, which can sub-
stantially benefit the current local South African national grid deficits.

# Achieving practicable power densities to make MFC technology an economically
feasible strategy is one of its present limits, in addition to its expensive effectual
process operating units.
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AVSS Active volatile suspended solids
ATP Adenosine triphosphates
ABR Active biomass ration
MFC Microbial fuel cell
SMFC Single-chamber microbial fuel cell
DCMFC Double-chamber microbial fuel cell
LMFC Large microbial fuel cell
SMFC Small microbial fuel cell
FPMFC Flat-plate microbial fuel cell
COD Chemical oxygen demand (mgCOD/L)
BOD Biological oxygen demand (mgBOD/L)
TOC Total organic carbon (mgTOC/L)
CE Coulombic efficiency (%)
OLR Organic loading rates (kgCOD/L.day)
EMF Electromotive force potential
MET Microbial electrochemical technologies
MEC Microbial electrolysis cell
WWT Wastewater treatment plant
O2 Oxygen
CO2 Carbon dioxide
H2 Hydrogen
HRT Hydraulic retention time (hours or days)
PEM Proton exchange membrane
CEM Cation exchange membrane
ML-MFC Membraneless microbial fuel cell
H2O Water
NH4-N Ammonium nitrate
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